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CHAPTER 14:  PATH TO GRACE 

 Losing my begonia collection, I knew immediately, would probably prove unlucky for 

my geisha career—losing that dramatic lure into my jungle. Though it was tempting to blame 

housemate Rob, whom I’d left to water twice and run the humidifier thrice for an hour on those 

mornings, I stoically accepted the disaster as an act of nature, like a flood or a tornado. 
 

    Rob had just turned it on every morning and off in the 

evenings. He’d found a house over at 12th and O and had been too 

busy. I knew it, an old grocery store with living on second floor 

just around the corner from dear Ann and Robert’s house. I’d 

scoped out its ornate tin ceiling and was glad for Rob for nabbing 

it in situ. He would move in by the end of the month. 

    All I was left with to lure gentlemen upstairs were my 

fortunate looks, my undeniable animal charm, and when all else 

failed, my superior mind. In this summer photo taken candidly by 

Giovanni on a once-weekly visit, please forgive that 70s mop. I 

was standing beside my bed with a picture of 10-year-old Jake 

behind. I have no idea what I was piddling with or what Giovanni 

had said to get that wide-eyed look, but I’m sure that meanwhile 

           Piddling, August 1976          the rest of me was also bare. 

 Newly on a normal work schedule, I found myself swept back up in the social whirl of 

the Four Bells, and especially enjoyed sharing chatty breakfasts with Charles. I committed to 

cooking for the Supper Club twice each week—on the nights of my regular assignations, 

Thursdays with Giovanni and Saturdays with Chi. I relished Giovanni’s shamelessness and 

cherished Chi’s affectionate presence whenever I was blest with them. 

 My soldier boy could only come see me on Saturdays (for all day and night!) but didn’t 

say why or what he was up to the rest of the week. A great joy was that Chi usually helped me 

with Saturdays’ suppers and sometimes made us Vietnamese delicacies. We walked together in 

Rock Creek Park and around museums for him to learn about “western” art. Often as we lay 

blissfully in bed, I played my favorite Vivaldi and Beethoven records to thrill him. Over dinners 

Chi charmed our guests, and I basked in hubristic pride for my exotic paramour. 

 The last Thursday in August, I cooked twenty Cornish game hens in Giovanni’s honor, 

and at Friday’s meal a shy university student named Steve paid me court to a suitable reward. 

Then Saturday was my day in the sun of Chi. Presiding at Sunday’s table, Charles placed a 

lovely statue of Apollo on the mantle, proclaiming that DC was the new Athens, and prayed the 

god to protect our sacred democracy from demagogues and oligarchs. He called us friends and 

neighbors the philosophers of a new Academy and our Club suppers the new Symposia. 

 Used now to Charles drawing historical parallels, I was only slightly surprised when he 

called on me as our modern Alcibiades to discourse on the virtue of promiscuity—a subject I’d 

mentioned to him that morning over breakfast. Challenged to pull my recent thoughts together, I 

declared that promiscuity was not a virtue but a path to achieving virtue—though only one of 

many. Promiscuity I considered the ultimate mode of sharing, the intimate action underlying 

many virtues. I could manifest charity by sharing life’s blessings, compassion by sharing others’ 

feelings, humility by sharing respect for each other, and honesty by sharing each other’s truths. 

Promiscuity, I concluded, was my way into the state of grace—and maybe the best way for us 

gay folk who still weren’t allowed to share each other’s fates. 
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 My unexpected geisha philosophy of promiscuity—without expected salacious references 

or innuendoes—left my dining companions agog, and I joked that tonight it looked like the only 

virtue I’d achieve would be chastity—except though that moderation was also sort of a virtue. In 

his lawyer voice, Lewis asked if I’d been referring to the institution of marriage, which I had, 

and Carolyn counseled patience, fortunately also a virtue. Charles prophesied that it would one 

day come to pass, but probably not in his lifetime. 

# 

 This happy geisha guy didn’t bother even thinking about impossibilities like marrying a 

man. My gracious life in hospitality was a huge joy to share with as many men as reasonable, 

with a few restrictions of course. First, I’d want him to be likable… (That qualification covered a 

lot of territory, but otherwise I tried to expect nothing, that great Buddhist virtue of acceptance.) 

For several Saturdays Chi and I’d been sharing our spirits, re-shaping our personal identities and 

subjective realities. And each Saturday my jungle warrior shared his mysterious peace with me. 

 To the next Wednesday’s Symposium, Charles invited a young fellow from Louisiana 

named David, dark-haired and cute enough to be a Cajun, a legislative intern with a Senator. I 

kept a weather eye out for indications, but David avoided my eye, always looking away fearfully. 

Meanwhile he listened closely as Charles discoursed on the dubious motives of political 

ambition. I exercised the virtue of prudence and conversed with Rob and Lou on either hand. 

 When I shook David’s hand goodbye in the vestibule, he courageously asked me to go to 

a rock concert with him this Friday evening. Feeling dubious but compassionate for the fear still 

lurking behind his courage and thinking how to assuage it with charity, I agreed to meet him at 

the stadium way out Connecticut Avenue. He named some currently famous band, which I 

bravely assumed would be a new cultural experience. When I told Charles I had a date for Friday 

night, he told me to watch out for my virtue because David was a political rascal. I wasn’t sure of 

what to make of that characterization—and wondered briefly how Charles might have come to it. 

 Giovanni kept me blissfully occupied Thursday night until that calm between storms, our 

bodies strewn like wrack across each other, when I mentioned having a date tomorrow to a rock 

concert. He thought I’d have fun—he’d heard good things about that band—and assumed the 

usual aftermath. When I met David in the twilight outside the stadium, he hustled me quickly 

through the crowds to our seats, his skulking manner making me reconsider aftermaths. 

 Waiting for the show, we talked about Louisiana and New Orleans, his remarks clearly 

memorized PR blurbs about modern attractions. Young David slouched way down in his seat 

while I reminisced about my scandalous temps perdus and felt the generation gap acutely. His 

still fearful body language again stirred my compassion, as did the sweat on his forehead in the 

not terribly hot evening and the tension in his voice when he asked me about my work. Holding 

forth on operas, I was assaulted by a revolting whiff of my companion’s sour body odor. 

 Just as the concert was starting, David leaned close to say something in private, and his 

stench drowned out any compassionate thoughts, as did what he whispered. He suggested we go 

to the restroom for me to blow him. In the roar of the discordant opening guitar, I jumped right 

up and loudly enough for those nearby to hear, told David to ask one of these nice people for a 

blow job. I left him there, open-mouthed and reeking, and made my outraged way out of the 

stadium, more than glad to escape the rude, stinky boy and no doubt similar concert. 

 (Parenthetically, I must add that over later years I observed David’s political career in 

Louisiana where he held various elected offices and even made a run for Governor, touting his 

“family values”—a race shot down by scandals with prostitutes. A political rascal, indeed.) 

# 
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 I wound up having another date the next Friday night—with Chi! He invited me to come 

to Constitution Hall on D Street for a surprise. All he’d say on the phone was it was what he’d 

been so mysteriously working on since finishing his hotel management course in July. After a 

hard time finding a parking spot for Lavenia, I walked into the huge columned building with a 

crowd of Vietnamese, occasional Americans mixed in making me feel not so conspicuous. The 

title of the event on the banner BÌNH MINH meant nothing to me. 

 Dressed in a fancy blue suit and flowery tie, Chi met me on the front steps with a hug and 

grandly led me inside, explaining this would be a variety show of Vietnamese music, song, and 

dance. He put me in a seat down front, fifth row center, apologizing that he couldn’t sit with 

me—he had stuff to do with the show. The printed program was almost entirely in Vietnamese 

with its short words decorated with a wild assortment of diacritical marks, but I found my lover’s 

name listed prominently with the functionaries (with an accent mark over the dot on the ‘i’). I 

was left to wonder in what genre my Chi might perform and spent the time till the show 

imagining him doing any of the three splendidly. 

 In the midst of general audience hubbub and milling, suddenly Chi appeared upstage 

right, walking slowly downstage. Absolutely everyone sat down, falling quiet for him to reach 

center-stage, and then burst into applause, shouts and cheers. He bowed his head humbly the 

while. Astounded that my soldier lover was the Master of Ceremonies, I also clapped wildly. 

And doubly astounded that he was evidently quite famous and well-loved by his refugee 

community, I too bowed my head to him. When I looked up, Chi was looking up at me. 

 As MC, my Chi was confident, cheery, eloquent, and sometimes cheeky, addressing the 

audience first in hypnotic Vietnamese and then in English with the faintest hint of an accent. He 

announced that they’d organized this show to celebrate his first year in the wonderful United 

States of America and to showcase Vietnamese performing arts. Ignoring me as a performer 

must, Chi presented several fantastic ethnic performances, each of which gave me an intimate 

look into my lover’s nature. I preferred the music and dance numbers, not so much the singing. 

 As a total stranger, I sat out intermission in my seat, full of gratitude for my Chi sharing 

so much of himself with me. Clearly on the run from one crowd to another, he dashed past me 

excitedly hoping I liked the show. In fact, I enjoyed the entertainment as much as I knew how to 

appreciate the arts of another planet. On the other hand, it was painful to realize how terribly 

different our worlds were, the cultural chasm our love had to bridge. I resolved thenceforth to 

take my Chi to as many “western” cultural events as I could. 

 Finally Chi came out on stage again to a roar of applause and brought on the last half of 

the program, several very energetic dances, soprano solos that reminded me of birds chirping, 

and a rousing chorus of Vietnamese kids singing something they seemed to find fun and funny. 

Chi came out after, clapping wildly with the audience, and shouted, “So beauty!” Then in both 

languages he thanked us all for coming to see the show, bid us a very good night, and exited 

upstage right. I was emotionally exhausted by this intimate gift from my lover. 

 I waited in my seat until he came down and took me off to meet his family. I met an older 

brother named Van and his wife, whose name immediately escaped me, and Chi’s little sister 

who was only about ten and insisted I call her Susy. Chi hugged me and told them I’d shown him 

so much beauty. Brother Van said Chi had told them about all the paintings and music he’d seen 

with me, and the sister-in-law said they would soon go to the museums to see for themselves. 

 Soon I left my lover to his loving family and wandered back to Lavenia wondering how 

on earth he explained his Saturday nights away with me—surely not visiting museums. 

# 
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 Chi arrived at the Four Bells Saturday morning to find his best American friend with 

Charles up in the crawl space under the roof. Examining an enormous joist that had split and 

caused the roof to sag, we were plotting complicated repairs, and Chi made great engineering 

suggestions. From generations of carpenters, he explained how and where we should position 

jacks to lift it (and the roof). Then he told us exactly where to drill and what size bolts to use to 

strap the beam back together. Chi had come most timely to our rescue because Charles and I had 

only just started wondering how we’d ever get the lengths of 12 X 24 joist back up into place. 

 Later that sparkling September morning, I took my multi-talented lover to see my old 

digs at the Library of Congress. We walked by the Supreme Court, which Chi admired but I 

dismissed as excessively Ionic, and on down the block to the Library looming up magnificently 

behind the Neptune fountain. I noted the oddness of the God of the Sea being associated with 

horses, but Chi explained how these were sea-horses—you couldn’t see their curling tails. 

 Coming into the marble splendor of the entrance hall with its delicate columns and 

arches, garlanded staircases, and ethereal skylight, Chi and I stood in awe, mine more awesome 

now seen through my lover’s eyes. I told him the Library was designed by Thomas Jefferson, our 

third President, whose monument was down by the tidal basin. Chi had seen it last spring with 

cherry blossoms and was now intrigued by an architect also being a president. I explained how 

old TJ was also a scholar and scientist, a lawyer and philosopher—America’s Renaissance man, 

our genius guy like Leonardo da Vinci. Chi had seen a picture of that painter’s Last Supper. 

 We stepped into the Reading Room out under its vast dome and arched windows and of 

course, stopped to gape. Chi was fascinated by the circle of angelic figures around the oculus, the 

huge marble statues atop each colossal pillar, and the pairs of smaller bronze statues along the 

balustrades. I showed him the staggering rows of card catalog and apologized that I couldn’t take 

him back into the labyrinthine stacks—the mines of Moria. Sadly, that literary reference was lost 

on my Chi who’d never been to Middle Earth. We took our lunch at the fountain, where my lover 

most loved the turtles spouting streams at the god and sea-nymphs, and I most loved him. 

 While we lunched, I babbled about how much I’d enjoyed his show last night, what a 

wonderful MC Chi was, how much everyone seemed to love him. He said again that the whole 

community knew each other well—and he’d even seen and greeted my friend Thuy in the crowd. 

I seized the opportunity to ask what he might do next, another show? He leaned close, kissed me, 

and told me to let him worry about that. I complied, meanwhile feeling troubled that he wouldn’t 

share his thoughts about his—and consequently our—future. 

 Back to the house for an ostensible nap, we eventually subsided into a cuddle, and I 

cautiously asked Chi again why his people seem to love him so much. He stroked my mustache 

and told me all that mattered was that he loved his little butterfly. I recognized Giovanni’s dear 

mariposita and was pleased to hear it now, but most pleased to hear its context. Being loved by 

Chi was making my world anew—so what if only on Saturdays? They lasted all day and night. 

 When Chi left me Sunday morning early, I set off on a salvage expedition. The week 

before I’d driven down Maryland Avenue past the demolition of a public library—with the books 

still on their shelves! Then I heard they’d be tearing down a whole block at 10th and O and 

scouted out a doomed Grecian Revival building, once DC’s black Masonic Temple. Looking in 

the back window, I saw that the lodge had abandoned their library. So this Sunday I coerced Lou 

and Lewis to crawl with me through that window and load out about forty boxes of books into 

Lavenia. Back at the Four Bells, we stashed them in third-floor rear like a platform, just the right 

height and size for a guest mattress, for which we could always find some pleasant use. 

# 
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 Raising the roof on the Four Bells was a big deal taking a few Saturday morning work 

sessions with Chi gently supervising Charles and me at the jacks, six spread along the tie beam. 

We worked together from the outer walls slowly raising each of our jacks a certain amount and 

finally got the long-grain split pieces back up fitting perfectly together, and miraculously, the 

roof was level again. Charles and I sat up there in the crawl-space some evenings by lantern-light 

drilling huge holes for tie-bolts, lots of them. With a dozen pairs spaced every foot, that sucker 

roof beam wouldn’t be going anywhere. 

 While drilling one evening, I told Charles I wanted to get started soon on constructing my 

“suite” on third-rear, and he was all for it. Later, while coordinating tightening nuts on tie-bolts, 

he told me he’d met a guy who might move into third-front, nice fellow named Tom who’d be 

coming to Saturday’s dinner. I assumed that Charles had given the new housemate a thorough 

screen test, and a few nuts and bolts later he mentioned that Tom was a Vietnam veteran. 

 Regarding dinner, Charles soon put out a schedule of Symposium dinners at the Four 

Bells Academy: Sundays, Wednesdays, and Fridays for philosophical discourse and discussion, 

topics to be announced; Mondays for free-form socializing; Tuesdays for dirty stories; Thursdays 

for poetry; and Saturdays for tastefully clean jokes, the shaggier the dog the better. Folks got into 

the spirit of it quickly, and it was splendid seeing a retiring neighbor blossom into a comedian. 

 When announcing that schedule, Charles advised that all the Academy required for entry 

was for a scholar to be sincerely interested and endearingly interesting, which made everyone 

feel appropriately appreciated. The philosophical evenings soon started sounding profound, like 

Lewis’s learned discourse on the relativity of justice or Rob’s theory of dimensional universes. 

My philosophical comments were usually leading questions, but on other nights I told many 

jokes and stories, some of which attracted gentleman visitors upstairs.  

 That first Thursday, the 7th, with Giovanni at my right, I presided over the vast pile of 

tamales and Panamanian peripherals my Thursday lover had helped me prepare for fifteen diners. 

As my contribution to the poetic evening, I welcomed all with my old “Message from Alpha 

Centauri,”* the astrophysics of which resulted in stunned silence. Giovanni stood up and toasted 

me with his own dramatic Spanish poetry I couldn’t follow—except for repeated corazóns and 

mariposas. Later, in private, my Panamaniac told me that on Saturday the 23rd he and Cassandra 

were getting married and on Sunday the 31st they were all going home to Panama. I put the dire 

but distant concern aside and concentrated on being as shameless as he wanted at the moment. 

 Besides with the construction work and social life, I was now blest with a fulfilling and 

pleasantly undemanding work life. My only concerns were generating lists, letters, and numbers 

and tending the several tropical plants at my big windows. Open and curious about my gay life at 

the Four Bells, co-worker Bobbe gave me pointers on doing yoga exercises and sometimes 

walked home with me for lunch. She came to dinner one Tuesday with a dirty story. Ann and 

Robert came to a clean-joke Saturday and played a dialogue skit with a volley of punch-lines. 

 Saturday morning Chi checked our beam repair, letting us take away the jacks, and we 

admired our job well done. He and I drove to the Arboretum to see the bonsais in fall foliage and 

then came home to cook a huge Vietnamese dinner in honor of new geisha Tom. When Chi met 

him, they hit it off beautifully, having even fought in the same battle four years before—where 

Tom had lost his left foot and Chi got his shrapnel wound. They both told hilarious soldier jokes 

and were tremendously glad the war was over. Later, in private, Chi confessed that he’d actually 

been wounded in a different battle. Before we slept, he invited me out to dinner on Tuesday for 

his birthday party with some friends. I was surprised, honored, and jubilant. 

# 
* For the poem, see LORD WIND, Prelude. 
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 Later Sunday morning Charles and I climbed up on the roof to spread tar and tarpaper 

over leaky spots, mostly around the skylights. While we worked, he told me Tom was from 

Alabama and worked in a commercial real estate office. To welcome him to the Four Bells, 

Charles was planning a southern-fried chicken feast for this Sunday Symposium—with potato 

salad and cole slaw—and would ask me to say the grace—hoping for something to provoke hot 

metaphysical discourse. We also talked about Giovanni’s imminent departure, and he suggested 

that on that last Thursday we host a big bash for the newlyweds, nice but not quite the dramatic 

gesture I’d had in mind as a finale for our long, shameless liaison. 

 After lunch I scoped out the third-rear space, figuring on how to incorporate the head of 

the servants’ stairs as an arched bed alcove and large walk-in closet. Then, to get the feel of my 

future suite and catch up on last night’s several hours wide awake with Chi, I threw myself down 

on the mattress on the book boxes to nap. I was awakened by someone cuddling up to me. Tom 

kissed me, snuggling affectionately with no apparent sexual intention, and explained that he too 

had once loved a Vietnamese soldier. Touched by his affection, I helped Tom carry stuff and 

settle into his room. With his prosthetic foot, he walked with only a slight hitch to his step. 

 With the early warning, I’d concocted a non-denominational grace for the Symposium: 

“We give thanks to these chickens, potatoes, and cabbages, blessed beings who’ve given their 

lives for us to live.” Then I called prayer wishful thinking, cast aspersions on supreme deities, 

cautioned that desire was the root of human suffering, remarked that humans rarely get their truly 

just deserts, and announced that dessert would be lime Jell-O with pineapple pieces. 

 My last week’s college boy Steve had brought his philosophy prof from American to this 

philosophical dinner. The late-20s, attractive Terry contributed much to the spirited and fractious 

discourse, but nothing changed my considered opinions about anything. Later I proved to the 

professor that philosophical differences meant next to nothing to the little butterflies in my jungle 

upstairs. Unable to stay very late, Terry assured me that he’d visit again soon. 

 Monday was Columbus Day, and I undertook this emotional holiday by running away on 

my bike into Rock Creek Park, zipping along through the autumn colors rampant on every side. 

Lying on a slope in a woodsy dell beside the elegant cemetery, unlike last year when I’d missed 

dear Tony so sorely, this year I was again alone, but my beloved Chi was nonetheless with me. 

In his beautiful spirit, he lay there beside me…  

 My autumnal joy gave birth to another holiday ode. If only to prove that I still remained a 

poet at heart, I’ll inflict it on you. I appreciate its atmospherics and subtle intimacy. 
 

Now that we’ve met, the world will be golden, 

Moments drifting by with yellow leaves in sun 

Floating down from afternoon-bright treetops. 

Our season now is just starting to fall, 

A cool night bringing us up close for warmth, 

And close in this brilliant October valley, 

You lie almost here beside me on the gold. 

More colors, more hours, will fall soon, bright 

As the far red tree shining there on the hill. 

The sun is as warm on my bare shoulder 

As if we’d held each other this morning. 

    (10/11/76) 

# 
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 The next day I waited out on the front stoop, thrilled silly to be included in my once-a- 

week lover’s circle of soldier friends for his birthday. Chi’s Brother Van was driving, with two 

ex-soldiers, Anh and Lan, whose names I couldn’t keep straight. Chi welcomed me into the back 

seat beside him with a hug. They took me to a fancy French restaurant in Adams Morgan. When 

we walked in, the distinguished Vietnamese owner rushed up to meet us, ceremoniously bowing 

deeply to Chi with effusive greetings in their musical language. Then he welcomed me in 

English as the “cherished American friend” of their honored guest. As we were being seated, 

Van leaned close to say the owner was an important general from the army of Vietnam. 

 To dispense with my less impressive ceremony, I gave Chi my gift with prepared speech: 

I wished I could give my beloved friend a whole century of beauty, but all I could manage was a 

year. The present was obviously an LP record album, Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons,” glorious music 

to which he and I had more than once made love. When Chi went to ask the general to play it for 

us, I asked Lan or Anh on my right why Chi was so well-loved. He said, “Because he is very big 

hero of our war.” Trying not to cry, I watched my hero-lover come back and sit down beside me. 
 

           When we’d ordered—to the jubilant 

violins of Spring—I asked Brother Van how 

they’d managed to escape to this country. He 

answered laconically, “By helicopter.” The 

other soldier friend, Anh or Lan, said, “From 

the Embassy,” and Chi added, “I carried Susy 

up the ladder.” Suddenly at only one intimate, 

heroic degree removed from that truly historic 

event, I was moved to tears, and Chi wiped 

them away with his napkin. Our companions 

looked on with acceptance. Believe whatever, 

but I’m convinced that the figure on the ladder 

     Evacuation at Fall of Saigon            in this iconic photo is Chi carrying his sister. 
 

 When my eyes were dry—over the violin storms of Summer—we talked about their 

refugee experiences here in America, and between Van, Lan, and Anh, I heard three moving 

stories of acculturation, looking for jobs, and wondering how to make a life in this new world. 

My Chi said since I already knew about his experience here in America, I should tell the guys 

about my life as a native American—so they’d know he hadn’t been telling lies about me. 

 First, our dinners were served on exquisite Louis the somanyth china, and we toasted in 

mystical Vietnamese to Chi’s 28th birthday. When we’d dug into our beautiful gourmet dishes, I 

told them how I was only part Native American and otherwise mostly French. Then I gave the 

spiel about colleges, Slavic linguist, Russian teacher, Spy, waiter, and now arts administrator—

oh, and by the way, I was also restoring a Victorian mansion. In case Chi had been telling them 

other truths about me, I explained that the Four Bells was a geisha household of gay guys with 

regular social dinners of great elegance and hospitality. 

 Our companions listened calmly, unsurprised by my gay references, and Chi crowed, “On 

my Saturdays he cooks for me, and that’s the night we tell jokes.” After I invited them to come 

to dinner sometime—whenever—Chi launched into one of Lou’s mafia dialogs, reproducing the 

gangster language perfectly. Van remarked and others agreed that he really should be a TV 

comedian, and Chi blushed that he’d thought about being a “stage personality” of some kind. 
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 By then the violins had come to glorious Autumn, and we sat some moments entranced 

by the season’s beauty while they served the birthday cake, a boggling creation of lacy frosting 

topped by a cluster of white and yellow roses. I couldn’t watch Chi cut into the beauty of the 

bouquet but truly enjoyed the limey-lemony cake. Chi finished his piece quickly and sighed 

about maybe being too old now to go on stage. While we wasted time objecting that he wasn’t all 

that old, he nabbed himself another piece of cake—before we guys ate it all. There were coffees 

and aperitifs après cake, and as the music slipped into pensive Winter, our conversation drifted to 

the love-lives of the company. 

 Van had no complaints with his wife and a baby due in March, and the two friends had 

promising girlfriends in their refugee community, nothing sure yet about finding wives. No 

comments were made about Chi’s marital situation, again perhaps since I should already know. 

To balance out the discussion, I remarked on other welcome visitors to the Four Bells, like 

Giovanni, the Panamaniac. Chi winked at me and expanded on other dinner guests, like lawyer 

Lewis and his beauty wife Carolyn, and raved about the elegance of the house, the chandelier, 

the mirror... I again invited them to dinner, explaining the themes of the nights. Van asked to 

bring his wife next Monday for the “free for all.” The friends said they’d call to talk days. 

 When we left, the general and restaurant staff lined up and reverently bowed our hero out 

the door. I followed meekly, already thinking about next Saturday. 

# 

 After my autumn outing on Columbus Day, I took a sledge hammer upstairs and attacked 

the west wall. Charles came up to help haul shattered plaster and lath down to the trash can. On 

Wednesday after work and before the Symposium (with neighbors cooking), he redirected my 

enthusiasm to cutting through the ceiling and roof for a skylight. That took some days, even with 

Saturday help from Chi, and then a crew installed the 6-foot square dome on the roof. With the 

weather chilling down, it took another week to tack up plastic sheeting over all the windows and 

the gaping hole in the ceiling. The light in my future suite would be splendid for my plants. 

 This construction was fitted into my busy schedule of dinners for my various lovers. 

Those on joke nights for Chi were simple but surpassing joys. The last dinners for Giovanni on 

Thursday poetry nights were understandably emotional for both of us. On the 14th, I read my 

Columbus Day ode and led my Panamaniac to think it was about him. Even in bed, we didn’t 

refer to the looming elephant in our jungle and shamelessly devoted ourselves to each other.  

 The next Thursday, the 21st, I read some of the trans-rational translation of “Zangezi” 

from my old master’s thesis,* leaving the Supper Club again agog. In bed this time, Giovanni 

took the elephant firmly by its trunk and cried out his fear about the wedding in just two more 

days and about hating to lose his mariposita, which made me cry too. I reminded him he’d still 

have Ricardo, and he was glad I’d still have Chi. In our embraces, we parted the strands of our 

interwoven lives—so Giovanni could leave his geisha behind and go marry a woman. I’d known 

all along it would eventually and naturally come to this. We’d loved for as long as we could. 

 Dressed nicely for the big occasion, Chi and I went to the wedding on the 23rd. Charles 

didn’t come because he disapproved of “closet” marriages, but I figured everyone has to find 

their own path to virtue and grace—maybe this was the only real way for Giovanni and his 

beloved Ricardo. Watching gorgeous Giovanni and his beautiful bride Cassandra stand up there 

with the priest exchanging vows brought more tears, and Chi wiped them away again, then his 

own. He too had to untangle the strands of their lives as loving friends. I’d long assumed they’d 

been at times together, and now Chi and I were the last two strands of that braided love. 
 

* For the futuristic poem see THERE WAS A SHIP, Chapter 8: GRAVIDITY. 
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 At the reception Cassandra and Ricardo thanked us effusively for being such good friends 

of the groom—who was already giddily drunk. Giovanni hugged Chi and me with loud kisses, 

which made wife and uncle frown but was almost appropriate for celebrating his happy wedding. 

In the flow later, I found myself more or less in private with Cassandra, and she appreciated how 

much Giovanni and I had loved each other. With a warm hug she added, “But he’s mine now.” 

Not to argue, I noted, “And Ricardo’s.” When she also didn’t argue, I asked her to be kind and 

gentle to my Panamaniac. Cassandra laughed wickedly and couldn’t promise gentle. 

 Our Four Bells Bash for the newly-weds (and uncle of both), was celebrated on the next 

Thursday, the 28th. As chef, I required the assistance of Carolyn, Lou, and Chas to prepare the 

feast of three roasted beasts and piles of vegetable beings steamed, braised, and also roasted. 

Ricardo had been to dinner before, but Cassandra wandered our grand rooms wide-eyed with 

Giovanni pointing out grander details. In the kitchen between culinary tasks, he caught me up in 

a hug and kiss and then fluttered out into the dining room, a happily married mariposa. 

 With sixteen at table, there were that many poetic contributions to the Symposium, most 

of course celebratory and well-wishing. Charles chose to read a Shakespeare sonnet, the syntax 

of which lost me about halfway through, but its tone seemed optimistic. Ricardo read a poem of 

Garcia Lorca in dramatic Spanish which also lost me. The bride and groom chanted a nicely 

rhyming Spanish verse in sweet unison, and I recited my old Robert Herrick standby limerick: 

Let not the dark thee cumber, / What though the moon doth slumber. / The stars of the night / 

Will lend thee their light, / Like tapers clear without number. I could think of no better wish than 

that they always have numberless lights in their lives. 

 After brandied conversations in the parlor, Ricardo and Cassandra said goodnight to 

me—and to Giovanni standing at my side with his old Cheshire smile. His new wife kissed my 

cheek, whispering, “Una vez más,” and then her new husband’s, whispering the same. This one 

more time for Giovanni and me was a true windfall, a blessed gift from the universe. We made 

use of it to say personal goodbyes, since we’d be seeing each other socially only una vez más. 

 That social occasion came in two days—the Four Bells Annual All Souls Day masked 

ball on Saturday night. In the midst of working, construction, cooking, and moving big plants 

upstairs under the new skylight, I’d been working on my secret costume for the ball. Its theme 

was “Visions of Future Decadence,” opening up to science fiction and fantasy costumes. Mine 

was the Grand Whoremaster of Venus—a beetle with blue carapace, huge bug eyes, and peacock 

feather antennae. I’d lift my blue shells to spread light blue gauzy wings.  

 All on his own, Chi chose to be a butterfly, his long body in black tights with gold, red, 

and black patterned silk wings and red-plume antennae. We were weirdly beautiful insects 

among hordes of Star Trek uniforms and often gruesome alien life-forms. I was really proud of 

Giovanni’s party who came as neo-Incan deities with neat headdresses. Of course everybody was 

there in some weird getup—Marine John, Ken and his Richard, Chas, Patrick and Christian, ex-

geisha Jim, earlier guests barely recognizable through their costumes, dozens of neighbors done 

up to the nines and beyond, and as many total strangers. Charles was a rapist robot from that silly 

“Flesh Gordon” movie with a strategically placed rotating drill. 

 I steered Giovanni into the kitchen and asked if Cassandra was by chance pregnant yet. 

With a naughty giggle, he said, “Probably.” We lifted our masks for a last kiss that I’ve yet to 

forget. When the Incas left early for their flight to Panama first thing in the morning, I was a sad 

little bug until Chi made me laugh with lepidopteran antics. After the ball, as we lay wingless 

and witless in bed, I thanked my hero for loving me even half as much as I loved him. 

### 


